From: Helsinki (Helgs)  
To: Tokyo (Summer)  
May 9, 1943.  
JAP  

#184. (Part 1).a  

Re American Codes.  

1. In numbers 1 to 15 of Vichy Strip for Julyb of last year #1 is #7 or #19. (However, number 1 is either OFC or OCT). In numbers 16-30 number 16 is #3 or #23. (#16 is ARI or OCT). When thus arranged this strip is close to the real thing.  

2. This strip is not used by the Finns for reading messages for days other than this.  

---  

a - Other parts not available.  

b - Could be October.  

Inter 5-9-43 (?) (Japanese)  
Rec'd 5-9-43  
Trans 7-6-43 (J16-b)